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Lemon’s Lines – an increasingly intermittent production of divergent and often totally 

haphazard, incoherent and unrelated themes somewhat connected to the Old Geelong 

Football Club, with occasional historical snippets thrown in, compiled - laboriously - by Peter 

Lemon    Ed.18   As at 4.05pm on 30 /11/21    

(Firstly, I need to apologise for the fact that this publication seems to have gone from being 

weekly, to monthly, to two monthly. There are a number of possible excuses, few of them of 

much validity. Indeed, it has been suggested that the ancient Egyptians could have chiselled 

a similar length Newsletter, including the photos, into stone in quicker time.) 

                                         Como Park as you probably haven’t seen it before 

 

Above, 12 November: with repaired temporary fencing                                                     Below, 13 November 
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Some of our interstate and overseas readers (we do have some, unless they’ve given up waiting 

for this edition) may not be aware that much of Victoria was hammered and hit by Storm Force 

winds on the night of 28-29 October.  

The weather bureau said the highest wind gusts were recorded at Mount William in the 
Grampians, at 143 kilometres per hour. Melbourne Airport recorded gusts of 119 kph, while 
St Kilda recorded 115 kph. (The wind speeds at PEGS football ground – see previous edition – 
were not reported. Probably a good ten kph higher than Melbourne Airport.) 

We understand that parts of the 
temporary fencing surrounding 
the Como ground were 
damaged, bowled over, carried 
away and even rent asunder, but 
as the top photo on the previous 
page taken on 12 November by 
Matt Kirkwood indicates, repairs 
and replacements had by then 
been put in place. The next two 
shots taken by Simon Bones the 
following day (as in 13 
November) show the aftermath 
following heavy overnight rains. 

==================================================================================================== 

At least the new light poles remain fully upright and the new lights still working. In the short 
time since their commissioning in August 2019, they have endured six lockdowns, an 
earthquake and winds bordering on hurricane strength. 

==================================================================================================== 

But why, you ask, is the temporary fencing there in the first place? The following is extracted 

from the City of Stonnington’s website and provides a detailed explanation: 

“In late-2021, we will be completing a series of improvements works on Como Park in South 
Yarra. 

Como Park is a very popular sports ground that hosts year-round training and game day 
matches - cricket in summer and Australian Rules Football winter. 

The planned works will deliver sporting clubs and casual users a safe, high-quality sports field  

Project type Park redevelopment     Scope of works  

*   Reconstruct ground    *  Resize two centre turf wicket tables     

*  New irrigation system   *  New drainage system    

*  Reinstate AFL goal posts   * Formalise vehicle access to oval ” 
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The Stonnington website also contains the bottom photo on the previous page taken from 

way above, probably using Google Earth. Although used from time to time in these lines I’m 

going to again publish two of mine, because they are much, much better. 

   

Above: from a hot air balloon 1987                and from a DH82a Tiger Moth 2015 

(It is probably about time for another shot; I am currently in negotiations with Elon Musk (from 

SpaceX) and Richard Branson from Virgin Galactic. The asking price at the moment is a little too high. 

By about ten billion dollars.) 

The last time Como was seriously top-dressed was back in 1999. Somebody took a couple of 

photos then, and they are somewhere in the photo archives. But as usual, The Filing System 

from Hell. Because, open the relevant folder, and there is nothing there. 

In relation to the continuing history of Como Park, I have also asked that an article which we 

published back in 2018 should be made available again with this set of notes. 

==================================================================================================== 

We now move on to more standard content. 

In this Edition 

Events: The Club’s Annual Meeting, the Club Ball, the Presentation afternoon 

Four OGS players named in Women’s Premier B Firsts Team of the Year and three in the Men’s 

Premier C Division 11/18ths Team of the Year 

My Favourite Photos, from 2021  (Part 2) 

Correspondence “In” 

Changing Names 

Details on our new Women’s coach 

No red and blue balloons 
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Events 

When I started writing these lines, all of the following events lay in the distant future. Now 

two of them are part of the past and it could be a close thing in relation to the third. 

The Annual General Meeting was held on Tuesday 23rd.  It was conducted mainly by 

Zoom (can I stand yet another such meeting?), but with a few attending at Como in person.  

These events have seldom been well supported – probably 1954 and 1955 and 1956 (prior to 

the arrival of television into Melbourne) were the best numbers ever.  

I shall provide some greater detail for the 99.5% of the Club who couldn’t be bothered 

Zooming in in the next set of Lines. Suffice it to say that the Club made a profit over the past 

financial year, as it did in 2020. (Opposed to a loss over the previous six years when there 

were full seasons played.) The administration remains somewhat the same, with Rhett 

Nicholls coming onto the Committee, but with Sarah Kirkwood and Toby Boyle stepping 

down. I shall do a further item on the contribution made by Sarah and Toby in the next edition. 

Sophie Batten has moved up to take Sarah’s position as Vice-President. 

I must say that in a club where we have two of six sides as Women’s teams, I find it really 

disappointing that we now have only one woman on the Committee. 

============= 

The Club Ball which did not take 

place in 2020 and which was 

postponed on a number of occasions 

in 2021, actually and finally took 

place on 20 November. At The Park, 

Lakeside Road, Albert Park. Lots of 

work by Sophie Batten and Rupert 

Kemp in putting that one together and allegedly remaining sane in the process. 

============= 

The Presentation Afternoon for 2021 is scheduled for 4 December. Not being a player, I 

know virtually nothing of the details. However, it does need to be stressed that those 

attending will need to show evidence of having been double vaxxed.  

There is a later item in these Lines regarding the re-naming of the Best & Fairest award for 

the Men’s Firsts. 
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Correspondence “In” 

Well, there’s been quite a lot since the previous edition came out early October (mind you, 

the incredibly slow completion of these current Lines has provided endless opportunity for 

multiple correspondents to have a word). 

(a) From former player and former Secretary in the later 1970s, Peter Winter, 

“Just wanted to thank you for all the 

work you put into producing your 

newsletter. 

It is great see the stories and photos 

from both current and past years. 

I especially like to see the notes and 

photos of the Eltham Bar B Ques. (I 

cannot remember a thing.) 

Hope you are well and lockdown is not 

affecting that much.”              Photo probably 1979 

------------ 

(b) From Michael Fraser 

“Hi Pete,  

Read your Lemon’s Lines this morning and thank you for 

acknowledging my goal kicking feat way back in 1965. (VAFA E-

section leading kicker for that year: 61 goals. – Ed.) 

Your contribution to the OGFC for well over 50 years has been 

amazing and something that every person who has been involved 

with Club over those years should be extremely grateful for. 

Throughout those years you have been the one constant taking on 

many roles which has kept the Club in a strong position. This has 

been to the benefit of many, and your contribution cannot ever be 

overestimated. In every sense you are a true legend of the Club. 

Take care and stay safe.” 

------------------ 

 (c) From Alby Carnegie    

Firsts Coach 1963 and also 100-plus games over a number of years as boundary umpire. Photo 

at Como, next page, 1961. I don’t think that was Alby boundary umpiring (no glasses).  

“Well done this year OGGS and thanks for the photos and stories of some of my older friends.”      
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1961. Photo Neil Kennison. Somebody boundary umpiring at Como. But almost certainly not Alby Carnegie. Even 

then the traffic behind was pretty terrible. Unless the cars had all just stopped and parked in the forlorn hope 

of seeing Alby Carnegie boundary umpiring. 

--------------------- 

(d) From Phil Wright, James’ (Wrighty’s) father 

“I love reading your weekly emails and whilst I do not know a lot of the (particularly older) 

people, it is always interesting and entertaining. 

I have a request – is it possible that you could send me the two photos of James/Jack in the 

current edition of Lemon’s Lines? 

They are great photos and will look great when framed together.” 

  

(Never has a set of photos been transmitted so quickly. – Ed.) 

-------------------- 

(e)  “Well Done, Pete - another FAB edition                  

You do such an incredible job, and although there are so many 

people who love them, appreciate them and enjoy them, I always 

find them to be all of those superlatives, plus interesting, 

fascinating history, extraordinary research/gathering – of-

quantities-of-relevant-information, on and on….  

Especially given our past two years of uncertainty week-by-week, 

month-by-month, you keep producing these wonderful editions. 

Thank you for ALL your continuing efforts”.  
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(f) From Michael Crawford (front row, furthest right – Team of the Half Century, 2004) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Bob, great, as always, to read your latest epistle. I hope the Club has some sort of key-man 

or appropriate insurance on your trove of memories. I was asked recently by Jon Anderson for 

my player recollections of the 1970’s decade and I must say that apart from a few brilliant 

years in the mid 70’s, there were not a lot of winning memories, not that they were the only 

reason for playing with OGGS. One thing that I had trouble remembering was when I actually 

played myself. I recall playing in a Righetti oval seconds match in 1968 (probably not in official 

statistics), then 1969 through to 1976/7?, had a few years off and I think played more games, 

late 70’s and then in the early 1980’s. I think I played a few games when Rob Vickers-Willis 

was coach and maybe some even with Mike Perry. If it is not too difficult, could you or 

someone provide the numbers. That would very misleadingly cover three separate decades!”   

(Michael Perry coached in 1980 and 1981, Rob Vickers Willis in 1983. -Ed.) 

It has been a very sad year for me, losing Rod Fraser who as you know was a very close and 

long-standing friend. While I had not seen Tony 10-Pies Whiting for a while we remained in 

contact and, given I gave him his nickname, always felt close to him. When speaking with Vic 

Carroll, I told him my recollection of marking (at the pavilion-end goal square) a booming 60-

metre-plus Whiting kick from the centre of Como. And yes, I was playing full back that day.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Michael Crawford at Como early 1970s. Note in those days no fence railing on the slope above 

the road in. Photographer not known. I would have focussed on the person closest to the 

camera. 
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(According to the records I have, Vic 

Carroll, mentioned above, and 

centre in photo left, played 47 

games 1971-1974. – Ed. Note 

pinpoint sharpness. I took that 

photo. A dirty day which appears to 

have tested the ground’s drainage. 

See further article later.) 

Crawf continues:  

“Jimmy Legoe, whose father Bob is a 

great mate, keeps me informed and 

ensures I stay a Pivot member 

although I am not sure I have had 

lunch or beer coupon value as a non-attendee. Will hopefully have more luck in 2022. 

I hope life is treating you well and you get started on those remaining years of OG’s history, 

although I think you should seriously consider some delegation.” 

====================== 

(g) From Margie Gillett, whilst apologising for 

not being able to join the AGM,  

“Congratulations & thanks to the OGFC 

Committee, volunteers and sports training and 

management staff for keeping the club, its 

teams, members and supporters in good shape 

during another challenging year.  Well, most are 

in good shape. Others (like me) are trying!  

A special thank you to Peter Lemon for his terrific 

newsletters which keep goodwill, good news and 

good humour circulating through the OG 

community.  

Also to Jimmy Legoe, Sarah Kirkwood and others involved in the formative work and due 

diligence undertaken to fortify the Club’s Future Fund, and ensure its ongoing good 

management.”  

==================================================================================================== 

My Favourite Photos, from 2021  (Part 2) 

Previous edition (of ancient memory) contained shots from the Women’s Firsts and some 

under the heading Miscellaneous. This time I’ll go with the Men’s Reserves.  No payment has 

been sought or received for any of the inclusions. But choosing a sunny day to throw yourself 

in front of the camera certainly helps. (Next edition will be the Women’s Reserves.) 
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(Actually, Xavier Blakely offered big money, but not big enough – I am still negotiating with 

Elon and Sir Richard - for the photo above left to not to be included.) 
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New Women’s Coach 

Our new Women’s Coach is Jack Crameri, the connection 

initially made through Dani Trott as a result of both being 

connected with the North London Lions Football Club in 

2018, he as the Women’s Coach, she as a player. 

Coaching CV 

2021 Level 2 Course Australian Rules Football Coach (In 

Progress) 

2011 Level 1 Australian Rules Football Coach 

2010 - 2013 Bachelor of Phys Education Deakin University   

Minor: Mathematics 

Coaching History 

2020-21 AFL Coach, Senior Women - Clayton Football 

Netball Club 

2019-21 AFL Coach, Various Teams - Beaumaris 

Secondary College 

- Year 7 Boys, Year 8 Boys, Year 9/10 Inter Boys, Year 9/10 Inter Girls 

2018-19 AFL Coach, Senior Women - North London Lions Football Club 

2014-17 AFL Coach, Various Teams - Parkdale Secondary College 

- Year 7 Boys, Year 8 Boys, Year 9/10 Inter Boys 

- ESP Football Coach (Sporting Academy Program) 

2013 AFL Coach, Year 9 & 10 Inter team - Camberwell Boys Grammar School 

2012-3 TAC Cup Holiday Camp Coordinator - Dandenong Stingrays  

Coaching Professional Development: 

• Prep2Play Study – Member 2021   • High Performance Mindfulness, Emma Murray ( 21) 

• Level 2 First Aid  • CPR Update 

Relevant employment 

2019 - 2021 Beaumaris Secondary College, Beaumaris. Classroom Teacher 

2014 - 2017 Parkdale Secondary College, Moorabbin. Classroom Teacher 

Relevant Professional Development: 

• Grad Cert. Career Development Practice (2021)   • Cert. Of Adolescent Counselling (2020) 
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Positions of Responsibility: 

• School Sports Coordinator (2015-2020)  • Teacher Counsellor (2021) • Careers Counsellor 

(2021) 

Playing History (Senior Football) 

2019-21 Clayton Football Netball Club 

2017-19 North London Lions Football Club 

2010-17 Clayton Football Netball Club 

2005-09 Mazenod Old Collegians Football Club 

Interests:  • Family  •  Golf  •  Surfing  • Music 

Referees  

1. Stephanie Chiocci:  Former teaching and coaching colleague.  Current Collingwood AFLW 

Captain 

2. Jay Treloar:  Former North London Lions FC President 

3. Sarah Keating Assistant Principal (Port Melbourne Secondary College) 

It is rumoured that with that CV he was actually applying for the job of Chairman of BHP, but 

that due to a clerical error it was incorrectly sent to the OGFC. 
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A Changing of the Name 

With the awards event for the year finally coming up on 4 December, we lead into the matter 

of the naming of Club trophies and awards, particularly that of the Men’s Firsts for Best & 

Fairest. 

From 1954 until 1957, it was known as the President’s Trophy for Best & Fairest. (There was 

no Reserves side until 1963.) 

At the start of 1958, supporter Nicholas Turnbull had provided a cheque for 150 pounds to 

provide for a Perpetual Trophy for Best & Fairest, to be known as the Turnbull Trophy. 

“….the Club received a large cheque (indeed very large in the context of the times; one 

hundred and fifty pounds) from Mr. Nicholas Turnbull to enable the purchase of a perpetual 

trophy for the Best & Fairest, plus a donation to the club. This was duly done, and a large 

impressive pewter mug purchased and presented each year to the Best & Fairest player, to 

be held by him for the next 12 months (in addition to another smaller trophy for him to keep).  

Each year the perpetual trophy was engraved with the name of the Best & Fairest player - 

listings were back-dated to 1954 - and this continued right 

through until the middle of the 1990s, when the trophy 

apparently disappeared during or after a Presentation night 

or afternoon, never to be seen again. At about the same time 

the then Committee, perhaps unaware of the previous 

history of the trophy, suddenly stopped using the name 

Turnbull Trophy for Best & Fairest (along with a number of 

other named trophies) and just started referring to it as the 

Firsts Best & Fairest trophy. 

The first - 1958 - award of the Turnbull Trophy for Best & 

Fairest went to John Laird, seen photographed at Como 

probably in 1972)     

(By our calculations the sum of 150 pounds in 1958 equates 

to almost $4800 in 2021. – Ed.)  

Despite significant and endless ongoing 

enquiries, Interpol watches at airports (yes, even 

over the past 18 months), no sign of the trophy 

has ever been found, and many deny ever having 

seen or had it. 

 

2005: “I’m just checking to see if you’ve stolen 

the Turnbull Trophy.” 
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Anyway, to cut an increasingly long story short, and meaning no disrespect to the aforesaid 

Nicholas Turnbull, about whom we know little, or to any previous winners, the Committee 

has decided that a new name will be inaugurated for the Firsts B & F in the form of a medallion 

at the Presentation event this Saturday.  

In relation to the corresponding Women’s trophy, it has been decided to hold off on the 

naming of this for a year or so until our women’s competition has been longer established. 

=================================================================================================== 

From the Archives: (1) mid-1970s   

(I was optimistically looking for a photo of Como 

Park being resurfaced in 1999.) 

Social events (like this one at Garth and Sue 

Manton’s) could become violent affairs.  

Armed with not-unsubstantial pieces of wood 

(and no helmets) were Stuart Spiden (who went 

on to play for the Club in the 1990s) and Victoria 

Mims, whose uncle David gets a mention later in 

these notes. 

 

 

 

 

(2) Watching the Firsts - 2003 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From right to left: Chris Wilson, Richard Herd, Cam Teague, James Hope-Johnstone, Greg Allen, Nick 

Kemp 
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New Drainage System 

Opening item on Page 2 of these Lines referred to the current works at Como including “new 

drainage system”. We include some photos when the drainage may not have been totally 

adequate: 

December 1934. Above. Como Park area to bottom right. We doubt there would have been 

any tennis played at Royal South Yarra that afternoon. In relation to cricket, it is rumoured 

that the umpires (ever the optimists) announced at 2pm there would be a pitch inspection at 

3.30pm. 

June 2013 
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June 1, 2013 and the Under 19s enjoy a rather damp early match at Como. After heavy 

overnight rain had eased, somewhat, the lake was actually going down. (A photo taken half 

an hour earlier by someone else with the water extending out to the first pitch area made it 

into one of Melbourne papers the following day): we know that seagulls are not uncommon 

arrivals at some AFL venues, but these ducks in the forward pocket at Como were possibly a 

first. 

 
(Mind you, the writer encountered plenty of ducks at Como over Endless Summers - during 
his less than illustrious career with the South Yarra Cricket Club.) 
 
 

=========================================================================== 
 

Opening item on Page 2 of these Lines referred to the current works at Como to include two 

other matters 

*  Reinstate AFL goal posts   

For decades the goal posts at Como have been of about half to two-thirds the height of normal 

posts for senior football (the hyphenated word “tooth-pics” has been used). When the club 
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has had to purchase new goal post padding 

(as it has had to do from time to time) there 

was concern that the padding might be higher 

than the posts. Photos on previous page do 

indicate that at least the posts were higher 

than the padding. 

We reckon that goal umpires (VAFA and Club) 

will not be unhappy with the proposed 

changes. 

* Formalise vehicle access to oval ” 

An item on this will be held over until the next set of lines. Which might therefore blow that 

out to about 65 pages. 

==================================================================================================== 

Start of pre-season training  

With Como obviously not available for the time-being “the locations will be a mix of 

Gosch’s/The Tan and some ovals in Fairfield (which we will try and hold off using until 2022).”   

Fairfield! I wonder if it will take the Club back to where it all began in 1954. From the relevant 

Year Notes of that inaugural season: 

* Ground: The Club to play in the newly created E Section of the VAFA.   “…we were allocated 

an oval at Fairfield by the V.A.F.A with a changing room with no shower. If we wanted to get 

rid of our sweat the only option was to jump into the adjacent Yarra River.” 

Sounds like a heap of fun, not least in mid-July. Especially after a loss. 

===================== 

More Correspondence In 

From former President, 200-game and double premiership player, Steve Lansdell 

“Apologies team. Can’t join AGM tonight but massive thanks to all of you that have kept the 

Oggery train on track & full steam ahead over such a challenging couple of years. 

Looking forward to watching as many hoops & sausage rolls as possible in 2022...& prob about 

time I took a slice out of Lemon’s book & ran the boundary line for a few games. (A slice out 

of Lemon’s book…..!!?? You wouldn’t get anything much more than empty pages these days, 

Steve. – Ed.) 

Special thanks to a couple of OGs players Simmo (as in John) and Connor for taking time out 

last Sunday week (post-OGS ball of all days!) to help out at Bunnings & raise money for 

scholarship program for culturally & linguistically diverse community leaders.” 

Bloody great effort and true OGS generosity from the lads to come and turn some snags. 

Helped us raise about $1,000 and go a long way for our next round of scholarships at 
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CALD2LEAD. Unfortunately, we didn’t get any happy snaps with Johnny or Connor in action, 

but I’ve attached one below of different people if it helps. 

 You can find out more about CALD2LEAD on our website here https://www.cald2lead.com/, 

and some more info on the current scholarship round here https://www.cald2lead.com/new-

scholarship-round, and if you’re comfortable would be great to encourage any extra support 

and donations (no matter how small) at https://www.givenow.com.au/cald2lead 

Not sure on the timing of your next edition of 

Lemon’s Lines (that, I can assure you, makes two 

of us. - Ed), but we’re finalising and contacting 

our successful applicant for this next scholarship 

early this week so can provide you some more 

info on in the next few days - always helpful to 

know more of the story behind who it is all 

helping.      ” 

That’s neither John nor Connor in action, or 

even in inaction, but it is Steve on the left. We 

do hope he paid his $2-50 for the sausage. And 

that it was cooked to perfection. 

 

==================================================================================================== 

VAFA Teams of the Year 

Despite some seasons not being 

completed, the VAFA decided to name 

Teams of the Year for many senior 

sections.  

In the Women’s Premier B Firsts, OGS 

had four players named, namely Dani 

Trott (HB), Issi Currenti (Centre), 

Alison Youlton (Ruck) and Laura 

Hallam (interchange). 

We’ve said it before in a slightly 

different context, a decidedly 

impressive performance from Alison 

who had never played Australian Rules 

football before.  

(I know nothing as to whether she ever played soccer, American football or rugby.) 

https://www.cald2lead.com/
https://www.cald2lead.com/new-scholarship-round
https://www.cald2lead.com/new-scholarship-round
https://www.givenow.com.au/cald2lead
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And in the Men’s Premier C Firsts we 

had Christian Hatzis (Forward Pocket), 

John Simson (Interchange) and Will 

Sloss (HB) making the side.  

And Slossy was also named Vice 

Captain for the team (possibly, indeed 

almost certainly, on the back of some 

of the outstanding photographic 

coverage he secured during the year.) 

 

 

================================================================================================== 

Some muted celebrations 

I attended an event last Monday at which there 

were a few past players of the Club in attendance 

(recognised some straight off; did not recognise a 

couple of others – how much embarrassment can 

one fit into an afternoon? Like Alasdair 

MacGillivray – on the right. Como 1974.)  

One I did recognise was Murray Wallace who 

played 15 games in the early 1980s. Is now living 

up somewhere towards the High Country, and was telling me that the house of one David 

Mims in Mansfield is still festooned, encrusted, buried, with and under a great sea of red and 

blue tape and jumpers and streamers and strapping and bunting and posters and scarves and 

beanies and flashing party lights. And with It’s a Grand Old Flag blaring out towards Merijig, 

20 hours a day.  

Two months after the event, indeed. Dare I say it, David but more than a little uncouth. 

I am sure that people like the Mckays (Brooke and Hugh and Duigald and Didi), and James 

(but not Jen) Wright, and some of the Lansdell clan, and Nathan Brown, and Margie Gillett 

(nee Cordner), and Robbie & Stuart Anderson, and Charlie Richardson, and Sarah Kirkwood, 

and Scott Moffatt, and Tony Brocksopp, and Tony & Jane Nathan would have quietly and 

respectfully muted their celebrations within a couple of days. 
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(David is an OGS former player, boundary 

umpire, central umpire, club secretary and 

the holder of a VAFA Certificate of Merit.  

That’s him in one of his many roles with 

the OGFC left, and not long after moving 

to Mansfield, but back in Melbourne for 

the 2005 OGS double premierships.) 

 

 
 

===================================================================================== 

 
I have no idea when the next edition of these Lines will come out. Anyone wishing to make 
contact can email lemmododo@gmail.com 
 
And just finally, and with little connection with the OGFC, I am wondering if there is anyone 
in our playing or near playing group who can lay claim to being a talented line-drawer and 
cartoonist. If you are, or think you are, I’d be pleased to hear from you. 
 
1.19 
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